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appeared at a St. Louis City Hall rally, and met with local and regional government officials, including state legislators in Jefferson City, and Congressman Lacy Clay’s Chief of Staff. Yard signs reading “no to eminent domain” appeared throughout the St. Louis metropolitan region. The outcry was further provoked by a national campaign centered on an eminent domain case before the United
States Supreme Court. This case, Kelo v. City of New London, 545 U.S. 469 (2005), was the first major eminent domain case heard by the Supreme Court since 1984. It involved the use of eminent domain to transfer land from one private owner to another private owner for furtherance of economic development.
53. Alderman Michael Milkman, who sponsored the Tax Increment Blighting
Analysis and Redevelopment Plan for the GRAND CENTER Redevelopment Area, was quoted in the newspaper as saying he was surprised to learn about Day’s situation. “Had I 20 been aware of it,” McMillan said, “I would not have supported the way it was done.” In addition to the Alderman, Eric Friedman testified that Congressman Clay’s office was also “very unhappy” about what was
happening. 54. A series of emails between Vincent Schoemehl and Eric Friedman addressed the racial and the political fallout that was resulting from Mr. Day’s and the press’s condemnation of the Defendant Grand Center. The Plaintiff and Director Pulitzer were copied on some of these emails.
55. Plaintiff was labeled a “racist” and an “elitist” on multiple online blogs and articles following
publication of the Wagman article. 56. The State of Missouri revised its eminent domain laws following a wave of public outcry over Kelo v. New London, the Defendant’s mismanagement of the Gentle Day condemnation, and the imprudent use of eminent domain in the city of Sunset Hills. As part of this revision the state legislature created “The Office of the Ombudsman for Property Rights”.
This Office is officially charged with documenting the use of eminent domain within in Missouri and any issues associated with its abuse. CONTRACT TERMINATION AND THE BURNT CHURCH
57. On May 17, 2005 the Executive Board of GRAND CENTER met and voted to withdraw the Petition for Condemnation. When asked about this meeting in his earlier deposition Vincent Schoeme
hl testified: A. There was a national organization that came to town over the over the Day case that wanted to have demonstrations in GRAND CENTER. I mean, there was -- there was a lot of-- there was a lot of concern about this from a public relations standpoint. A...we made the decision to drop it. Q. Who was involved in that decision and when did that decision - I don’t know the exact
- 21 Q. take place? A. ....date. I don’t know the exact date, but it went ---1 did take that to the full Grand Center Board. Q. And was that after the publication of this -A.Yes. Q. Wagman article? A. It was after the publication of the Wagman article. We weren’t making any progress. And just we decided, you know, this is just --we’re just --you know, we’re taking too much of a public beating
and we need to --you know, we need to just dismiss this case with prejudice. Q. Was a primary concern on behalf of the Vandeventer Redevelopment Board and the Grand Center Board adverse reputation, bad-will being caused by the action? A. There was certainly that., And he added about his board of directors, A ...all of whom were donors, and they were concerned about the negative
publicity. 58. Fifteen minutes after the May 17, 2005 meeting in which the Grand Center Executive Board voted to withdraw the Petition for Condemnation Schoemehl received a call from the St. Louis Post Dispatch wanting to confirm the vote. Schoemehl then called the Plaintiff and left a voice message notifying the Plaintiff of the vote to withdraw the petition. In this message, Schoemehl
also indicated that an alternative site for the Media Box needed to be found. Shortly after leaving the phone message Schoemehl sent the Plaintiff two emails regarding alternative -replacement Media Box properties.
59. After the Defendant GRAND CENTER ceased its efforts to acquire 3699 Olive Boulevard, a lot in the GRAND CENTER District containing the shell of a burned out church
was suggested by Vincent C. Schoemehl Jr. to Plaintiff, as an alternative location for the Media Box. The Defendant owned this property. The property is listed in Municipal Bond prospective as “The Spring Church”. It is described in Exhibit IV of the TIF ordinance: “This small, white rock church, originally built in the late 19th century, was home to a 100 member congregation until a late night
fire in April 2001, reduced the wooden interior and roof to ash. ----This ruin and the vacant plot sit directly across Spring Avenue from the new Cardinal 22 Ritter College Prep High School. In their current conditions, these properties serve as a blighting influence on the entire District. However, as envisioned, this space will preserve an important historic St. Louis artifact, add value to all sur
rounding properties and provide an important greenspace in the District. It is anticipated that Grand Center, Inc. will retain ownership of the property and be responsible for its maintenance. It is anticipated that TIF funds will be used only for the acquisition, clean up and stabilization of the church property and site preparation and development of the north parcel.” The Ordinance further states
that the allowable amount of TIF Obligations: Urban Garden was $ 280,000. Elsewhere in the enabling Ordinance the property is listed as a Series C Notes. Later ordinances show it as a Series D Note and state that the Allowable Amount of TIF Obligations was $ 380,000.
60. A few days after the Defendant GRAND CENTER ceased its efforts to acquire 3699 Olive Boulevard Schoemehl
provided Plaintiff with site plans and architectural drawings of the burnt Church, and the adjoining lot. He asked his assistant, JoAnne LaSala, to work with Plaintiff to relocate the Media Box into this church. LaSala is the former president of St. Louis 2004, which had provided funding for the Plaintiffs Media Arts lab - forerunner of the Media Box. In his meetings with LaSala the Plaintiff pro
posed inserting features of the Media Box into the derelict church structure, and described how the church could be transformed into a glowing new media “information lamp”, lighting up GRAND CENTER and marking a heritage site.
61.
LaSala asked the Plaintiff to provide for updated documents regarding his presentations, publications and research and development protocol. Plaintiff
testified that he was “willing to try to be cooperative with them to try to sustain the development of these ideas which I had b een working on which I consider part of our national patrimony and put them in Grand Center.” Shortly thereafter LaSala informed the Plaintiff that GRAND CENTER had decided that the burnt church was not appropriate for 23 development, and that the energy of a
Media Box would would need to be moved elsewhere in the district. APPROPRIATION OF THE PLAINTIFF’S PROPRIETARY DESIGNS
62. Immediately after dismissing the condemnation action the Defendant GRAND CENTER corporations engaged Sung Ho Kim and Heather Woofter of Axi: Ome llc as the “de facto in-house designers” for the district. They were charged with exploring how
digital media might be applied to different locations in GRAND CENTER. Both individuals had worked as consultants for the Plaintiff on the Media Box. “The Urban Media Complex GRAND CENTER” was the first project they did for the District. The Urban Media Complex GRAND CENTER” was based on the Media Box and the Plaintiff’s protocol. There was nothing new here, except the
name. 63. Neither the GRAND CENTER Defendants nor their agents contacted the Plaintiff again until late December 2006, when Vincent Schoemehl sent the Plaintiff an email. Schoemehl sought the Plaintiff’s assistance in designing a media-projection infrastructure for the GRAND CENTER district. Vince Schoemehl <vince@grandcenter.org> wrote: Paul: I would like to speak with you about
a lighting/projection project in Grand Center. We’ve been given a fairly nice gift for new arts projects and this is one of the projects we’d like to propose to our committee. I’m looking for some help with technology specifications and some ideas on how to program this. We’re looking at starting with projections onto several walls/surfaces in Grand Center and then as a second phase placing
“art walls” on the superstructures on top of the Club Riviera Building and possibly the Fox and other buildings in the district. My office number is (314) 289-1502 and my cell is (314) 369-6630. Give me a call if you get a chance. Thanks and happy New Year!!! Vincent C. Schoemehl
64. The Plaintiff was asked about this email from Schoemehl in his deposition. Q. And was he contacting you
about the Media Box in December 2006? 24A. He was contacting me about the media installations in Grand Center. He indicated that they were going to be moving in a two-stage process, all series of district projections, which would then lead to, you know, inserting projection infrastructures at multiple locations in the district. Q. In December of 2006 was there any discussion of potential
65. In response to Schoemehl’s request the Plaintiff prepared an updated resume and a memorandum for the Defendants GRAND CENTER. In the resume he attached
locations for the original Media Box concept? A. No. No. It dealt with, in some respect, blowing up the Media Box into a series of fragments and forms which would then be, you know, snapped into place in Grand Center.
exhibits of additional projects and recent work. In his memorandum, the Plaintiff again detailed how digital media could be used and incorporated into the GRAND CENTER district. In a reply email VincentC.SchoemehlJr.wrote ..Paul:Thanks.this is perfect.” After “this email message, the Defendant terminated all communication with the Plaintiff.
66. Subsequently and without the Plaintiffs
authorization, the Defendant took the proprietary and confidential Media Box architectural concepts, program and content summaries from the planned Media Box project, and used these to design and program a series of GRAND CENTER projects - one temporary, the others permanent. The temporary project was installed in the brunt church. The permanent, built projects are located half
a block from the original Media Box site, at 3651 - 3655 Olive Street. All of these projects have made use of the Plaintiffs proprietary and confidential designs. The Plaintiff received no compensation or acknowledgment for the plans he proposed to the Defendants in confidence.
The projects with estimated budgets follow: 1) The Burnt Church Lamp Project: $750,000 + dollars 2) The Nine
Network for Public Media: 1 million dollars 3) The UMSL at GRAND CENTER: 14 million dollars 254) The Public Media Commons: 5 m
illion dollars 5) The Art Walk : unknown 67. The GRAND CENTER Defendants have actively supported and encouraged its agents and stakeholders to incorporate proprietary Media Box protocols in these temporary and permanent projects. The GRAND
CENTER Defendants have promoted, and continues to promote these projects as the frontline - the vanguard - of new media and public design. In none of the projects do the GRAND CENTER Defendant’s acknowledge the Plaintiff, the use of his original Media Box protocol, or St. Louis’s new media heritage. Descriptions of the hijacked projects follow, beginning with the burnt church.
68.
The Community Light Project was sponsored by Pulitzer Foundation of the Arts, in collaboration with the GRAND CENTER Defendants. It was organized and presented in conjunction with the Pulitzer Foundation’s exhibition Dan Flavin: Constructed Light, which ran from February 1, 2008 through October 4, 2008 inside the museum. Outside the building four GRAND CENTER installations
comprised the Community Light Project. One of these, a multimedia projection titled Crystal World, was installed directly across the street from the original site planned for the Media Box. “The Lamp Project at Spring Church” involved the installation of lamps into a shell roof attached to the burnt church - the alternative site that the GRAND CENTER Defendants had offered the Plaintiff.
69.
“The Lamp Project at Spring Church” ran from September 4, 2008 through October 17 of 2008. Two German light artists, Rainer Kehres and Sebastian Hungerer, installed several hundred donated lamps in a temporary shell ceiling to create a light 26”roof’ for the church. Earlier in 2005 Kehres and Hungerer had exhibited a somewhat similar lamp installation at ZKM Museum of Contemporary
Art in Karlsruhe, Germany - considered one of the foremost media arts exhibition venues in the world. The 2005 installation, Space Invaders drew international attention. It was exhibited in the same venue for a second time, from December 12, 2007 to February 24, 2008. ZKM announced the second Karlsruhe lamp installation on its website, and included hyperlinks to The Community Light
Project. The success of previous installation during the ZKM special exhibition “Light Art from Artificial Light” in 2005/06 reached up abroad: the record number of visitors and especially the internationally publicized for light art exhibition catalog effected for the Karlsruhe artist an invitation to the “Pulitzer Foundation for the Arts “to St. Louis [U.S.] to a light art exhibition in September 2008,
along with artists such as Dan Flavin, Spencer Finch and Kim Sooja. The Light Project, the participation of the artists in the exhibition Dan Flavin. Constructed Light, 01.02.04.10.2008, Pulitzer Museum, St. Louis [USA] Rainer Kehres, Sebastian Hungerer:
70. The Community Light Project was also heavily promoted in the United States. PFA Director Matthias Waschek wrote the forward to
the Light Project’s promotional brochure, which did not mention either the Plaintiff or St. Louis’s new media heritage mentioned. This following excerpt is from the brochure: With The Light Project the Pulitzer Foundation for the Arts spills beyond it’s walls for the first time. Grand Center is literally illuminated by four artworks, each of which is conceived by an artist (or artist team) with interna
tional visibility, curated under the auspices of an institution based in St. Louis and invested in this neighborhood. Conceptually, the Pulitzer’s exhibition Dan Flavin: Constructed Light pointed the way. After sunset surreal beans of florescent color emanate from the Pulitzer’s window and bounce off the water-court toward the south, creating between the Pulitzer and its neighborhood an imma
terial but palpable bond. In a given setting one may perceive in light anything from basic safety to sublime spirituality. Its meaning lies very much in the context. Some of the artists invited to participate in The Light Project take light’s site specific meanings as ancillary effects, others engage them directly, even playfully. The total effect of The Light Project is, like light itself, difficult to pin down.
Though the project is ostensibly on view for only six weeks. If it is successful, it will be outlived by memories that generate a new sense of what Grand Center can be. For this reason it is my pleasure to thank a great many people: the artists Spencer Finch, Sebastian Hungerer, Rainer Kehres, Ann Lislegaard, and Jason Peters, for their willingness to set our neighborhood aglow; the curators
Robin Clark, Laura Fried, and Matthew Strauss, for their efforts and expertise; our 27 partnering institutions the Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis, Saint Louis Art Museum, and White Flag Projects,for their involvement, and individuals and enterprises too numerous to be named here, for their generous support.
71. “The Lamp Project at Spring Church” required that extensive structural
repairs be made to the church before any lamps could be installed. The Executive Committee of GRAND CENTER met on March 15, 2007, ‘’to take care of the problem”. The minutes state that Director Pulitzer made a motion to approve a resolution authorizing a loan from the Illinois Facilities Fund in the amount of $750,000 to fund the stabilization and development of the burnt church
72. Upon the best of our knowledge information and belief, the GRAND CENTER directors at the March 15, 2007 discussed the Plaintiff, the Media Box,
property located at 620 North Spring. The burnt church was pledged as security for the loan. The motion passed unanimously. The chairman of the meeting was Don Lents, the chairman of Bryan Cave LLP. , the Defendants’ Bond Counsel.
and the lighting/projection project which Schoemehl had recently sought the Plaintiffs design and programming assistance. This discussion, however, was not put into the minutes. The minutes of this meeting are attached hereto and incorporated herein, marked as Exhibit B.
73. The loan documents indicate that the church was to be used as the Phoenix Art Forum. In a May 31,2007 cor
respondence to GRAND CENTER, the lender, the Illinois Facilities Fund wrote, “Congratulations on the completion of your project, funded with a loan from IFF. It is a pleasure partnering with you as you seek to meet the needs of those less fortunate.” The Church, however, has only been used once since the loan’s disbursement and church stabilization, and that was for the PFA-sponsored
‘’The Lamp Project at Spring Church”. “ 74. Construction began on the permanent infrastructure projects shortly after the completion of “The Lamp Project at Spring Church”. Former
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A Septic Turn in the Space of Appearance:
a brief for the city with elites in decline
Paul Guzzardo
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Paul Guzzardo is a Fellow at the Geddes Institute for Urban Research. He is a media activist,
designer, and lawyer based in St. Louis and Buenos Aires. He maps the devolving state of the
American public sphere. He has published papers in Urban Design Journal and AD: architectural
design, and co-authored with Michael Sorkin and Mario Correa Displaced: Llonch+Vidalle
Architecture. His installations and theatre pieces have been exhibited and performed the US and
the UK. His installation “A Septic Turn” is currently at the University of Dundee. It’s part of the
“The City is a Thinking Machine”. The City is a Thinking Machine” which examines activism in the
built environment, is timed to mark the centenary of Geddes’ most comprehensive work, Cities in
Evolution (1915). Guzzardo will discuss his exhibition and the events leading to it.

Septic Turn offers a contemporary update on
Geddes’ citizen survey and Civic Exhibition. The
installation details an ongoing lawsuit between
the plaintiff Paul Guzzardo and two defendants:
Grand Center - a private corporation with statutory
development powers in St. Louis, and Washington
University - a bio-science research institution.
Unlike Charles Dickens’s Bleak House the
transactional is secondary here. This is about the
role of digital media in collective consciousness
and how media shapes the relation of people to
places. It’s also about Marshall McLuhan’s role
in the intellectual formation of St. Louis, and how
Geddes’ synoptic vision got muscled out by a
sycophantic one.
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A Septic Turn in the Space of Appearance: A Brief for a City with Elites in Decline

"Medusa" detail of Geddes lecture notes courtesy of University of Strathclyde
Photo by Lorens Holm

"Town plans are no mere diagrams,
they are a system of hieroglyphics in
which man has written the history of
civilization, and the more tangled their
apparent confusion, the more we may
be rewarded in deciphering it."
Sir Patrick Geddes, “Cities in Evolution”

24th November 2015
17:00
Evolution House, Room 2.13, 78 West Port, Edinburgh
Led by Paul Guzzardo, Fellow at Geddes Institute for Urban Research, University of
Dundee
Abstract
Paul Guzzardo is returning to Scotland to present this lecture and discussion at
PROKALO on his current work, which is part of the public exhibition The City is a
thinking Machine. He will discuss his work at the exhibition as well as A Septic Turn.
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A Septic Turn offers a contemporary update on Geddes’ citizen survey and Civic
Exhibition. The installation details an ongoing lawsuit between the plaintiff Paul
Guzzardo and two defendants: Grand Center - a private corporation with statutory
development powers in St. Louis, and Washington University - a bio-science
research institution. Unlike Charles Dickens’ Bleak House the transactional is
secondary here. This is about the role of digital media in collective consciousness
and how media shapes the relation of people to places. It’s also about Marshall
McLuhan’s role in the intellectual formation of St. Louis, and how Geddes’ synoptic
vision got muscled out by a sycophantic one. Project journals and looping
multimedia tell the story. The journals contain press, legal pleadings and testimony.
Guzzardo’s documentaries and video depositions comprise the multimedia. The
documentaries are buildbetterbarrel, the cartographer’s dilemma, and posses |
protocol | perp walks. The deposition witnesses are: Emily Pulitzer, collector
and founder of the Pulitzer Foundation of the Arts; Heather Woofter, teacher and
chair of graduate studies at the Washington University School of Architecture; and
Paul Guzzardo, lawyer and media activist/artist.
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The exhibition of which this presentation will discuss is a research project whose
aim is to evaluate Geddes’ thinking at a time when city regions are under increasing
pressure to accommodate new populations without losing sight of their natural
heritage and sustainability. Sir Patrick Geddes, the polymathic Scottish planner and
botanist, published Cities in Evolution in 1915. This seminal text on civics promoted
his Cities Exhibitions which he organised from 1910 onwards. He also proposed
local Cities Exhibitions as permanent institutions in each city centre which he
argued were a necessary condition for participatory democracy. This important
exhibition on Geddes’ thought and work has three parts: city plans from Geddes’
touring Cities Exhibitions; his thinking and lecturing diagrams, drawn from the
Archives at the Universities of Dundee, Edinburgh, and Strathclyde; and recent
architecture and planning projects by affiliates of the Geddes Institute for Urban
Research at the University of Dundee. Geddes’ diagrams have not to our
knowledge been exhibited or published before, nor have these plans been brought
to the public view since the Outlook Tower closed in 1949.
Lorens Holm, director of the Geddes institute says ‘Geddes sought to transform
lives and transform environments. This exhibition is important because it brings
together Geddes’ thinking machine diagrams – a key to this thought on civics and
cities – with the exemplary city plans he collected for his exhibitions, at a time
when our cities are under increasing pressure to accommodate new populations
without losing sight of sustainability and citizenship, the key principles for well-being
in the built environment.’
The exhibition will take place separately at the University of Dundee, 19th Oct – 11th
Dec 2015.
Biography
Paul Guzzardo is a Fellow at the Geddes Institute for Urban Research at The
University of Dundee. He is a media activist, designer, and lawyer based in St. Louis
and Buenos Aires.
He has published papers in Urban Design Journal and AD: architectural design, and
co-authored with Michael Sorkin and Mario Correa Displaced: Llonch+Vidalle
Architecture. His installations and theatre pieces have been exhibited and performed
in St. Louis, Buenos Aires, New York, Macomb, Illinois, and Newcastle and Dundee.
His lecture, 'A Septic Turn' and video installation focus on the role of digital media
in collective consciousness. He maps the devolving state of the American public
sphere.
He is interested in epistemology and where urban designers, traditional creative
practitioners and collectors fit, and/or don't, in a zoomed-out digitised culture. His
research is out on the street. It's where he designs protocols for data sampling. He
uses the street as a platform to assemble networks to critique the network. And he
looks to the street as the place to probe how we're being changed by the sweep of
information technologies. His design praxis includes: nightclubs, outdoor multimedia
projections, street-front media-labs, street theatre, remix concerts, gallery
installations and documentary film. He exploits these venues and disciplines to
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design epistemic gear _ maps_ for navigating through this digital minefield. His
writings have appeared in blogs, academic monograms and popular journals,
including AD Architectural Design, Urban Design (UK), and Displaced with Michael
Sorkin and George Ranalli. As a Fellow, Guzzardo has been involved in Exploring the
Digital City and the Cartographers Dilemma, in which, with Lorens Holm, he has
been working on recursive urbanism.
Free to attend. Part of the Prokalò Postgraduate ESALA seminar series.
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